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First 'University Day'
SEATTLE
Called All-School Effort UNIVERSITY
Spectator
Plans for the first University Day on campus are
well under way, according to Mike Reynolds, student
Volume XXVm
general chairman of the event. The single day's activities
will replace the annual Parents' Weekend.

Seattle, Washington,Friday,March 24, 1961

'"«e^° No.20

"THE DAY is an all-school effort," Reynolds said,
"with joint plans made by the administration, faculty and
students."
high school
Invitations will be sent out to all Catholic
of students
parents
and
this
area
to
parents
in
seniors and their
presently attending S.U.
THE PURPOSE of the University Day is to "enhance the
image of S.U." It has been scheduled for Saturday, April 22.
Main functions of the Day's activities include welcoming
Pageant
addresses' at 1p.m. inPigott Auditorium and the College
starting at 1:45 p.m.
IN ADDITION to the welcoming address by Father Presi-

dent, the Homecoming queen and members of the Development

Office staff have been invited to talk.
Chairman of the pageant is Randy Lumpp. The schedule
Pigott
calls for a faculty open house on the third floor of the
Blclg., club open house at Xavier Hall, a tea and reception in the
Chieftain Lounge and tours of the campus.

Cash prizes totaling $100 will be offered for the best club
displays, Reynolds said. Club members will accompanyeach display to answer questions.
Visitors making the campus tour will be taken by bus to
Marycrest hall fromXavier and from there a walking tour of the
campus will continue.

TEA will be served by the S.U. Guild in the Chieftain

THE
Lounge The reception will afford an opportunity for the guests
to meet Father President and the deans of the various schools.
Invitations will be sent out by Mr. Ron Peterson of the high
office directed by
school relations office, and the development
University
relations.
president
for
Evoy,
S.J.,
vice
Gerard
Fr.
STUDENTS WILL also handle a telephone follow-up pro-

gram.
Other student chairmen of the event include Jan Gwinnand
Bill Moreland, entertainment; Sharon Missiaen, public relations.
Jan Greenfield is assisting Reynolds as secretary.

Expert on Communism
To Speak Here Apr. 20

One of the foremost authorities on Communism in
this country will address students and faculty next
month, the office of the president announced this week.
The speaker will be William C. Sullivan,chief inspectorin-charge of research and analysis on Communist supervision, intelligence and esTHE SUBJECT of Mr. Sulpionage for the F.8.1.
livan's talk will be the ComMR. SULLIVAN will speak
20,
at 9 a.m. Thursday, April
in Pigott Auditorium.
He is making his appearance
on campus through the co-operation of James H. Milnes,
special agent-in-charge of the
Seattle F.8.1, office.

munist threat. The address
will be about 30 minutes followed by a question period.
While the talk is of interest
to all students, it should be of
particular interest to students
in political science, sociology,
economics and history, Fr.
President said.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT. Six co-eds were
snapped at the entrance to the Bookstore
Wednesday night. They were not trying
to get in but they did want to beat the
early morning rush. The girls are (from

left): Jeanne Kramer, Mary Ellen McGill,

Carrie Fossatti, Lorene DeJesus, Mary
Anderson and Alicia Fong.
Spectatorphoto byRandy Lumpp

—

School Bill Causes Fuss

By EILEEN MOULE
President Kennedy's Federal Aid to Education Bill is now being debated in Congress.
This bill would provide federal funds of $3.7
billion over the next five years for undergraduate scholarships and college classrooms and
dormitory construction, and $2.3 billion on
three-year grants to states for public school

construction and/or teachers' salaries.

THE MOST HEATED argument against
Kennedy's proposal is the question of the constitutionality of extending this aid to nonpublic primary and secondary schools, a decision which involves more than 12,000 Catholic
schools in the United States.
In one sentencePresident Kennedy declared
his stand on the constitutionality of federal
aid to non-public schools and sparked opposition from both "pulpit and platform." The
President's statement on parochial schools,
made in his education message to Congress,
was: "In accordance with the clear prohibition
of the Constitution, no elementary or secondary school funds are allocated for constructing
church schools or paying church school teachers' salaries; and thus non-public school children are rightfully not counted in determining
the funds each state will receive for its public

schools."

LATER AT A PRESS conference, reporters
questioned Kennedy about this stand and the
President's emphatic answer was that there
was no room for debate on this subject, "it is
prohibited by the Constitution," and clarified
by the Supreme Court.
On both these points, however, serious de-

bates have resulted. In the March 11 edition
of America, Fr. Charles M. Whelan, S.J., grad-

uate student at HarvardLaw School, and member of the bar, stated that it is an "incontrovertible principle of American constitutional
law that the purpose of federal aid, and not
he payee, determines constitutionality."
THE PRECISE point of this issue, says
Fr. Whelan, is whether the First Amendment
should be interpreted to mean that Congress
may not "advance the level of national education by any method which even indirectly results in benefit to religious bodies."
There is no decision of the Supreme Court
on this precise point in the previous cases
which involved federal aid to private schools.
THE HIERARCHY supported an amendment to the Kennedy bill, which they believe
to be constitutional and which would provide
"long-term, low-interest loans to private institutions" as part of the federal aid program.
The National Council of Churches and the
American Jewish Congress supported Kennedy's stand. The 99 Catholic Congressmen, as
well as Protestants from heavily Catholic districts, have received heavy mail supporting
the bishops' stand.
Many feel President Kennedy's unconstitutional argument has political motives which
are aimed at keeping a campaign agreement.
"WHATEVER THE FATE of the President's bill or the bishop's demand, the growing
national need for education of all kinds is
bound to force a long-overdue review of the
uniquely American interpretation of aid to
church-related schools," stated Time magazine
(March 17).

Next Spec Wednesday INSIDE THE SPEC
The next issue of The Spectator will be on the stands
Wednesday, due to the Easter
holiday. Absolute deadline for
itemsis Monday.
news
r.)
(seated
RUSHING DEADLINES in the Aegis office are
The following issue will be
Kathy Kleffner, Aegis editor, and two staff members,
out Friday, April 7. Items for
Owens.
Marilyn
and
(standing),
copy
Berg,
editor
Cary
that issue must be in not later
The date the yearbook will be available has not been than the afternoon of Wednesday, April 5.
announced.

Recession Depths

Plumbed
P- 2
Students to Tour Europe p.2
Zimsen Reports
p. 3
From Germany
Sounding Board
p.4
p.6
Speculating
p.7
BaseballOutlook
Sodality Plans Meeting...p.8

Registration
Totals 1,983
Unofficial registration

fig-

ures for day students in spring
quarter total 1,983, Miss Mary
Alice Lee, registrar, said yesterday. This total includes only
students registering Wednesday and Thursday.
Late registration will continue through next Wednesday.
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$500 Science Scholarships
to S.U. Students
Available
$500
amounting
training

Economic Analysis:

Has Recession Bottomed Out?

Scholarships
to
a year for
in sciences are available to qualified S. U. students, according to an announcement by Robert J. Block, chairman of the King County chapter of the National Foundation. Deadline for applications is April 1.
MORE THAN 500 scholarships are offered nationally
for training in medicine, nurs-

By DAVE KILLEN

An opinion among economic
authorities is that the current
out
recession has bottomed
by

the
government to alleviate the situation now would be superiiuous and possibly detrimenand, thus, any effort

WHETHER THE recession
has bottomed out is a
qi4estion of fact which can only
be verified by an analysis of
the various statistics made
available to the public by busi-

ness and government. The only
comment that can be madehere RECOVERY? The above graph shows the gross national
with any degree of certainty is product at seasonally adjusted annual rates by yearly
thai there appears to be an in- quarters.
The heavy black line represents the rate to the
dication of a lessening of the
The
dotted line indicates the possible upturn
present.
indices
: tc of decline of some
general
which normally presage
or possible decline.
economic movements.
we may expect an increase in the rate of addiThe question under discussion is: If the retions to existing inventories if there is an ingovernment
cession has leveled out, should the
crease in consumer demand to warrant such
r/.ake any additional effort to add to the total
actions. Here, the rate of present unemployaggregate demand of the economy?
ment becomes of critical importance.
Two important aspects of the unemployment
THE PRESENT RECESSION seems to be
problem must be considered. First, although
"primarily of an inventory nature, yet not to the
there is and promises to be a continued increase
same degree as in 1957-58. Any movement of
the number of employed,there is also a coninvestin
capital
thu nature also generates some
tinued and apparently increasing rate of unemment decline. Although this situation may be
ployed even during times of relatively high
relieved to some extent by government activity
prosperity. This increasing number of emlong-range
direct
nature,
any
Of a more or less
ployed may be sufficient to provide the necessnmulant will have to develop from within, if
sary stimulant to produce a marked upturn in
we wish to retain some semblance of a selfthe economy. But if we intend to accomplish
sustaining economic system.
capital
investment
is
the ends of the Employment Act of 1946, the
prime
The
mover of
problem
of increasingunemployment is of paracapital
derived demand, that is, demand for
mount importance.
goods which is the result of a corresponding
remand in consumer goods. When applying
SECONDLY, the increasing rate of unem;his principle to business inventories, we see
ployment bears quite heavily on the immediate
lhat a decrease of personal consumption exsituation. If an upturn is just around the corpenditures of $7 million from the second to the
ner, it should be borne in mind that the critical
a
by
accompanied
was
third quarter of 1960
corresponding decline in gross private domestic phase of this revival will not occur until a certain gestation period has come to fruition.
investment of $4.7 billion. During this same
This will consist of the additional consumer
period, increases in business inventories degoods laying their full weight on the market
clined from $5 billion to $3 million.
and, as a result of their acceptance or rejection
THE QUESTION now arises as to how to
by
the market, the correspondingeffect on the
problem
deal with the inventory recession. The
capital
goods market.
i« how to increase consumer spending so as to
The first consumer goods to reach the marincrease the corresponding capital goods proket should be consumed fairly well due to the
duction. But, peoplecan only spend that money
increase in total employment and the cautious
practical
which they either earn or have a
cerdisposition of both retailersand manufacturers.
tainty of earning in the loan-maturingfuture.
But, should these primary reactions be acted
In essence, the problem boils down to one of a
upon as if they were indications, an expandable
constantly increasing amount of consumer coneconomic
disaster could result if the present
sumption.
unemployment
rate
is not curtailed.
of
Ponsumption must be increasing because the
of the "disaster" are
THE
POSSIBILITIES
consumer
demand
and
deoportion
between
|!
significant due to the fact that present plant
riveddemandis not equal but exaggerated.This
capacities are high enough to permit extensive
exaggerationis due to the fact that the rate of
expansion without a corresponding
production
especially
in
in
both
inventories
and
turnover
expansion.
large
capital
new
rapid
not
as
the
goods
products
is
as
capital
Thus, government activities which have as
rate of consumption of the individual consumei
their goal the reduction of our present unemKern. Simply, people have to have more money
rate to a point lower than it has been
ployment
at
an
inspend
willing
be
to
it
spend
to.
and
in recent periods of prosperity are of prime imcreasing rate in order to sustain the economy
portance, especiallyif we are about to have an
ax anything approaching full employment.
economic upturn.
IF THE RECESSION is bottoming out, then

DANCES
CARD PARTIES
RECEPTIONS
Beautiful Dance Floor
Cozy Atmosphere

Available Evenings
and Afternoons
To Rent, Call:
Mercer Island Club House
AD 2-2120
i
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"
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ing, physical therapy, occupa- for the first year of medical
tional therapy, and medical so- school starting this year may
cial work.
apply for scholarships in mediOf these, two types are avail- cine.
able for students on the colThe other awards are made
lege level. Sophomores ready to
to high school seniors. Sallee
who
year
junior
enter their
now a freshman
plan to continue graduate study McCormack,
here, won the state award for
necessary to qualify as mednursing last fall.
ical social workers are eligible
Applications may be obtainwork
for the medical social
ed from the King County chapscholarships.
UNDER GRADUATE stu- ter of the NationalFoundation,
dents who have been accepted 225 Securities Bldg., Seattle.

Fr. Gill to Conduct European Tour;
Departure Scheduled For June 17
Fr. William E. Gill, S.J., assistant dean of students, has
been named tour leader of
S.U.s fifth annual European
trip this summer. Fr. Gill sueceeds Fr. Louis T. O'Callaghan,
S.J., who died March 2.

THE TOUR from June 17 to
Aug. 8 will visit nine countries.

Math Honorary
Formed Here

A chapter of PiMv Epsilon,
national mathematics honorary, has been established at
S.U. Formal installation ceremonies will take place at 5:30
tonight in the Chieftain lounge.
ELEVEN S.U. students will
be initiated as charter members. Senior members are: Al
Cook, Seattle; Frank DeMeyer,
Seattle; Jim Estes, Port Blakely; John Hopcroft, Seattle;
Mike Ogilvie, Kirkland; Hal
Shakerley, Tacoma; and Elmar
Zemgalis, Seattle.
Junior initiates are: Lewis
Coleman, Salem; Gary Haggard, Seattle; Bonnie Lawrence, Wenatehee; and Larry
McHugh, Seattle.
FACULTY moderators are
Dr. Thelma Chancy and Dr.
T. S. Chihara. Installation officer will be Dr. Ivan Niven
counselor general of the honorary and professor of mathematics at the University of
Oregon. Dr. Niven will give a
lecture, to be followeJ by a
banquet in the Chieftain cafeteria.

DEADLINE TODAY!

.
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PRIZES:

lst Prlze

Cost is $1,598.30 and includes
transportation by air, rail, bus
and car, hotel accommodations,
meals, tips and taxes, and
sightseeing trips,
Tourists will fly from Seattle
t 0 Montreal on June 17 for an
overnight stay and motor the
next day to Quebec City to visit
the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre. That same night, the travelers will leave Montreal for
Brussels on a Sabena Boeing
707.

THE STAY in Paris will be
three days, June 22 through 25.
The tour will arrive in Lourdes
on June 28 and depart two days
later for a nine-day tour of
Spain. After stops in Madrid,
Barcelona and Carcassone, the
group will travel to the Riviera.
The next stop is Rome. Many
sightseeing trips have been
planned for the four days in
"the EternalCity." A side trip
to Sorrento has been scheduled
for July 21. The tourists will go
to Venice by way of Florence.
After Venice, they will visit
Milan and then go to Switzerland and the Alps.
AFTER A TOUR of the
Rhine River castles, the group
will go to Amsterdam for a
two-day visit and then return
home by any route individuals
may choose.
A minimum of 10 per cent
down payment is required for
reservations and the balance
may be paid six weeksprior to
departure, or within 20 months
upon application and approval
of credit.
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in a || packages at the end of the con-

IN THE COLLEGE
PftlßMfl
RwUliy lIP*
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...

Get on the BRANDWAGON
,"

20% Off

2. Save empty packages of Marlboro. Par-

y&l

BDAI2ft
Dl»**l""

'

""*"'"

let HS

IOtS Ol lUll!

on Watch and Clock Repairs
and on Watchbands

3. Opening and closing dates and location
where empty packages must be turned
in w i|| be indicated in your campus
newspaper.

whowws:

|if Priie will be awardej to any
group, fraternity, sorority or individual submitting the largest number of empty packages on Marlboro, Parliament, Alpine and
Philip Morris.
2nd Prize will be awarded only to the individual submitting the most empty packages
of Philip Morris Commander king size.

JOHN'S WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIR
John C. Chicetti, Watchmaker
GUARANTEED RAPID SERVICE
727 Seabord Bldg.. 4th & Pike

MA 2-6530

Contest Opens: March 24

Contest Closes: 1 p.m., May 19

Boxes will be picked up at 1 p.m., May 19. The contest
winner will be judged by the Philip Morris area manager.
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Leute, Zug und Badezimmer

Grad Writes Inside Germany'
By DAN ZIMSEN '60

(2nd Lt. Zimsen, noio serving in the Army
a
at small town near Heidelberg, wrote the following account for The Spectator. He says he
is Second Assistant Fire Control Platoon Leader, Motor Officer, Equipment Maintenance
Officer, Graves Registration Officer and Mess
the lowest ranking officer in
Officer. "I am battery
in Europe to the best
any Nike-firing
of my knowledge," wrote Zimsen.)

For the instruction and edification of prospective European travelers and for the entertainment of seasoned Continental tourists, the
following collection of random comments is a
storehouse of relatively useless information.
seaport, one of the

AT THE AIRPORT or
first things you notice is the people standing
around. All of them speak German, but not to
you. When they talk TO you, they speak in
flawless English. But when they are speaking
ABOUT you, then it is always in German.
At the Bahnhof (railroad station) you
scramble for a car in your class, Ist, 2nd or
3rd, with all your baggage in hand, and leap
disaboard. If you don't you'll learn another
tinguishingcharacteristic of the "Zug" (train).
Unlike its American counterpart, it runs ON
TIME.
THE HOTEL ROOM will be another adventure mixing the familiar with the strange. The
bathroom is especially intriguing. The first
thing that catches your eye is the bathtub.
German technology has raised that lowly fixture to an engineeringmarvel, a gleamingcontour of white porcelain about half the size of
the WAC pool. Glorious!
Then, there's the "John." BE WARNED.
When you push that innocent-looking chrome
handle, it ROARS like a Siberian Sabre Tooth
Tiger getting his tail tweaked.
THE AUTOBAHN is a fairly good 4-lane,
divided highway, even by U. S. standards.
It is quite a sports center for the Germans.
A Mercedes driver will cruise down the
Autobahn until he overtakes another Mercedes.
Then the two of them will tear down the highway, one behind the other, bumper to bumper,
at about 120. Fun!
Off the Autobahn, the main roads are narrow (15 to 20 feet wide), crookedand crowded.
Miniature cars, ox carts, motorcycles, women
with baby buggies, bicycles, and bewildered
Americans all have equalrights under German
law to use the roads. They WILL NOT give

up their rights to the road merely because the
other party contending for road space is a
diesel truck about 12 feet wide..

3

Dave Irwin Honored
As Outstanding YD

NATURALLY, this attitude leads to a few
minor wrecks. Here, the German police shine.
Minutes after a collision, they're on the scene.
From their well-equipped kits, they whip out
the necessary supplies and skillfully MEASURE THE ACCIDENT SCENE.
The positions of injured motorists and
pedestrians, smashed vehicles, dead horses and
damaged property are all meticulously recorded. Within four to six weeks, they turn out one
of the world's best accident reports.

SUNDAYS ARE especially hazardous. In
fair weather, the "roads are covered with walkers of all ages. All are dressed in their Sunday
Best as they tramp the highways, byways, forests and muddy fields. Particularly in evidence
are the girls. Two by two, three by three
(large girls!), they stroll along the country
roads, looking for rides home, of course.
The average S.U. student has no need for
information on alcoholic beverages, but for a
traveler, such knowledge is essential. Since the
water is hard, the natives do not drink it. A
local proverb goes, "The ox gets his strength
from the water, the man from the wine." At
any rate,you play hob getting a drink of water
in a restaurant.
MILK IS NOT pasteurized, so that leaves
beers, wine and other concoctions for liquid refreshment. A man must drink SOMETHING.
Beer and wine are the universal drinks.
Everybody drinks them, even the kids. (No
problem with I.D. over here.) Beer is.about
12 per cent and has a tendency to sneak up
quietly before hitting you. Also, careful treatment of Schnapps is required. It's about 148

proof. Apple cider is available, too, and quite
good.
THUS ARMED with the latest Continental

"word," the next Big Event should prove a
huge success. You take your favorite young
lass to one of the plush places that abound in
Seattle and order a German wine from the
card. Say, "About vintage 1959." (This was a
banner year for grapes, a long, hot summer
and a late fall. 1958, 1952 and 1893 were also

good years.) When the waiter pours the test
shot in your glass and steps back, raise your
glass, swirl the wine, sniff it, sip it, savor it.
Then look across at HER and murmur, "Ah,
yes, the Wine of the Century."

OUTSTANDING YOUNG DEMOCRATS for the State of
Washington are congratulated by Wing Luke (right)
regional director for the Y.D.'s. Dave Irwin, ASSU firsl
vice president and president-elect, shakes hands with
Luke as Lynne Fairman, U.W. senior and co-winner with
Irwin,looks on.
Dave Irwin, ASSU president-elect and first vice president,
was named this week as one of Washington state's Outstanding
Young Democrats for 1961. The announcement was made by
Wing Luke, regional directorof Y. D.'s.
Co-recipient of the awardwas
LynneFalrmnn.a senior at U.W.
IRWIN, a Seattle junior majoring in real estate and insurance, is now eligible for the
"Outstanding YD of America"
award. The judging for this
award will be next week at the
National Y.D. board meeting
SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAM
in Baltimore.
The annual Selective Service
Irwin is presently regional
Examination
will
be
Qualification
chairman
of the Democratic
April
27,
1961.
given
The examination results as- National Student Federation
sist (he students' Selective Serv- and state co-ordinator of the
ice Board in determining the stu- Afro-Asian Youth Conference.
dent's eligibility for a Selective He was active in the presidenService deferment during under- tial campaign, organizing the
graduate and graduate studies.
Young Citizens for Kennedy
It is not absolutely necessary committee in the state. He also
that a student take the examiworked on the Youth for Roselnation, but it is helpful to the
lini committee. Irwin is past
student and to the Board in many president of
S.U.s Young Demcases. Those wishing to take the
examination may obtain com- ocrats.
plete information about arrangIrwin attended the inaguraing to do so at any Selective tion of President Kennedy in
Service office.
Washington, D.C., in January.

OFFICIAL
NOTICES

C. R. Harmon

Selective Service Co-ordinator
GRADE PREDICTION TESTS
All ppring quarter entering freshmen arc required to take the PreCoUepte Guidance Tests (Grade
Prediction Tests). This regulation
alsr applies to transfer students
who have not finished at least, a

I■

Senate Agenda
moorAt the Student Senate

ing at 7 p.m. Sunday, Senator

Bob Burnham will report on
Peace Corps activities and Senator Burke McCormick will requarter (15 quarter hours) or
semester (10 semester hours) of port on the Financial Board.'
college.
Mike Reynolds, student genThis entrance test will he ad- eral chairman of "University
ministered Saturday, April 8. Day." will report tentaii ■:
1961, in Room 306 of the Pigott
plans for that event.
Building. A fee of $5 is payable
The Senate will consider the
at that time. The test will begin
at 8:45 a.m. and last until ap- motion to appropriate funds to
proximately 3:30 p.m.
Jim Preston and Ken GrubenNew freshmen are reminded hoff for their work in Africa.;
that this regulation is a strict
Tom Kearns, ASSU presirequirement.
dent, will announce Judicial
Fr. Louis Gaffney, S.J.
Board appointments to be apDirector. Counseling and
proved by the Senate.

mm

Testing Center

THE BROTHERS OF
HOLY CROSS
TEACHERS Are Needed !!

...

Men willing to dedicate their
lives to GOD and MAN
at home and in the missions:

CONTACT: Director of Vocations
Brother Gilbert Burke, C.S.C.
Notre Dame High School

how to be roaring in your twenties
Flapperspositively flip over lids groomed with 'Vaseline'Hair
Tonic.It'sthe only hair tonic speciallymade to use with water.
Water evaporates robs your hair of grooming oils. Alcohol
and cream tonics evaporate too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

—

won't evaporate- it's 100% pure light grooming oil that replaces the oil water removes. So don't be the varsity drag—
use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your hair and oh, you kid!

-
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VASELINE HAIR TONIC

f

I. K.'s Finders,
Losers Weepers

Persons who have lost articles during wintor quarter are
asked to check with the I.K.
lost and found office as soon as
possible. The request was made
this week by Richard Aen:<,
director of the I.K. project.
AKNIS SAID the I.X.'s will
not be responsible for items
'
loft after Easter vacation.
The lost and found office is
in LyonsHall.

Tuesday is
Twosday
(And Two

Wednesday,

Two Terrific Hamburgers

.

..

too)

35c

GIL'S DRIVE-IN
1001 E. PINE

3 BLOCKS FROM S.U.
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Demo Looks to Year in Paris

Sounding Board:

Children Not Main Problem
In Racial Mixed Marriages

Sounding Board is an opinion column which is open for student comment
s
pertaining to issues on the campus. local or international level. The op'""
paper or the school. The
are personal and in no way reflect the policy of the
500 words
Spectator asl^s that the column be typewritten in a maximum of
as
perand a minimum of 200 words. We reserve the right to shorten space
mits or hold for future editions.

By

JUDY KING
Joe Demo, a 21-year-old junior majoring in foreign languages, will take courses
in French civilization next year at the
Sorbonne, the University of Paris.
THIS IS THE first year Joe has studied

French, but he hashad 25 hours of Spanish and
took his French under the new system intro-

TONE SHIMIZU
Recently the marriage in California of my fellow
high-school graduate to a Caucasion girl caused quite a
discussion and adverse criticism both from her friends
and from his home in Japan.
Discussions stemming from such an occasion are
understandable. But criticism based primarily on the
fact that a child of such a marriage between two different races

duced by Mme. Georgette Marchand, assistant
professor of modern languages.
It was Mme. Marchand who arranged for
Joe to study at the Sorbonne. She is also trying
to arrange a scholarship for him and living
quarters with a French family for the year he
will be attending school.

Can anyone say that there exists an American in the true
on this continent
sense of the word? Even the Indians, who werecoast,
are ancient
long beforeLeif Eriksenlanded on the Eastern
immigrants from Asia. What, therefore, is the basis for people
calling themselves Americans?
NO MATTER HOW and where one looks for an answer
there there could be no more than two: naturalization and birth.

For the last two years he has worked part time
at Hartman's book store here in Seattle. The
experience he gained at this job gave him an
opportunity to work in one of the largest book
stores in London wherehe hopes to spend the
summer following his year at the Sorbonne.

By

JOE SAID THAT the school year at the
Sorbonne is divided into halves, very much like
America,
which semesters.
would be a misfit is out of placein a country like
His morning classes will be devoted
is after all the melting pot of all the races.
to advanced French composition, grammar and
phonics, while the afternoon is divided into a
OF THE MANY PROBLEMS involved in racial mixedmarhistory, politics, art and
riages the children's plight always seems to be the stock weapon series of lectures on
Everything
literature.
is taught in French.
monoracial.To
the
U.S.
is
in the'arsenal of those who think that
Joe has been saving money for three years
propose this monoracial thesis simply would be to overlook the
to pay his own transportation over to Paris.
components in the populace of this country itself.

Therefore, could not the offspring of a mixed-marriage look a
neighbor in the face and beaming with pride say, "I am as
,
much American as you?"
Having this concept in mind, couples involved in mixedmar-

.

riages should not let the "doubtful" position of the child deter
them in their plans for matrimony. But it would be naive to
think there are no other obstacles to intermarriage between the
races once the child's problemhas been solved.
There are hardships in racially mixed marriages— that nobody can deny. But to place the blame on the innocent child is to
be missing the primary source of the problem. Society could
on marriages
be the source, since there are some who frown
society must be
But
European
races.
those
between
than
other
closed as a minor effuse because there are many who will judge
a person for what he is not, not by his racial origin.
WHERE, THEN, IS THE basis of the problems? Take a
good look at the concepts many young couples, contemplating a
mixed-marriage, have of marriage. They seem to have in mind
their exceptional "love" for each other is a sufficient "boat" to
seem to
sail them smoothly through their married years.it,They
they are proforget the fact that, no matter how they look at

GETTING IN THE MOOD for his year in
traditionally

France, Joe Demo dons
French garb.

IF THE JOB IN London is still open, he
may stay there during fall quarter and go to
night school at one of the universities.
When asked why he wanted to study in
Paris, Joe said:
"My reason is really very practical. Iwould
like to make French my area of study and hope
to combine this with a political science background. After Igraduate from S.U. Ihope to
continue my schooling at Georgetown and then
go into foreign diplomatic service. My chances
for a fellowship will be better with this ex-

BOTH JOE AND Mme. Marchand feel that
there is a great need for this type of program
for exceptionallanguage students.
"This isn't just a glory trip," Joe said.
"Those of us who have stuck out MadameMarchand's course have had to study four hours
a night on just this one subject. There is sacrifice involving both the time required learning
the language to study at a foreign university
and the money it costs the students to travel
and liveover there. Youdo a lot of going-without-things. But I
feel it is worth the sacrifice."

perience behind me."

Editorial:

A Spring Resolution

Somewhat akin to the editorials which
different.
come
out in favor of mothers and the
They are different in that their up-bringing, customs, and
personalities will cause their American flag is th c traditional school
traditions which have molded their things
to differ sharply. Al- paper editorial in favor of studying. The
concepts of marriage and of other
though their views will not necessarily be contradictory, this Spectator has "studiously" avoided this
lack of a common outlook is sufficient to establish a barrier to
type so far this year.
marriage.
But the recent arrival of spring, the
IN SOME CASES the power of adaptation in both parties
that
beautiful
Northwest spring day yesterday
unfortunately
in
others
"blockade,"
but
could topple the
single barrier could be nothing but the beginningof a bigger one as this is being written, the coming of
another case before the divorce court.
Easter, all have helped to cause us to
which eventually bringstherefore,
should not be with whether the
The chief concern,
make a sort of New Year's Resolution,
child will be accepted by the neighbors or whether society will
albeit two months and 24 days late.
adapperson's
accept the couples, but whether the scope of each
foundly

tability is large enough to fit the other partner.
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SPRING QUARTER is traditionally
a "twirl" quarter. The student begins to
feel like coming out of hiberation after a
COPVRIOHT

'

[

I

®

long winter's nap. So rapidly is the transition made from ski to sea that we have
trouble telling whether the glowing complexion was caused by snow or surf.
We feel like getting out and "doing
things." The sap begins to run; the young
man's fancy "lightly turns."
SO WE WOULD like to make one suggestion: Why not set aside an extra hour
a day for the books. Make that "something" you feel like doing, a little extra
study; then head for the beach.
By the time you get back for dinner,
you will hardly feel the pain of the extra
endeavor. But the reward for the effort
will be felt for years to come.

1961, THE

COCA-COLA COMPANY COCA-COLA AND CONC ARC RKQISTEREO TRADEMARKS
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STEAK DAY
Every Saturday, Monday, and Wednesday
$1.00
Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries
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15th and E. Madison
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million times a day people get that refreshing new feeling
sfc 60
with

ice-cold Coca-Cola!
"ottliduirftr authority of Th. ComCoU Compwy »» PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, $..*<,.. Wash.
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Book Review:

of Odds
Two Great Men at
of faith and charity. Only
by unity rather than conby
be
flict shall Christianity be
triumph over toable to triumph
wide-spreading Comday's wide-spreading
day's
munistic
munistic forces. Men who
godless world
choose the godless
destroy themcan only destroy
selves.
selves.

of the
the Reformation
Reformationand
figures
figures of
Counter-Reformation,Marthe Counter-Reformation,
MarIgnatius Loyola,
Luther andIgnatius
IGNAtin
tinLuther
and IGNAMARTIN
MARTINLUTHER and
hopes to
Friedrich
FriedrichRichter
Richter hopes
to furfurFriedrich
TIUS LOYOLA. By Friedrich
TIUS
unity.
unity.
ther
ther
the
cause
of
Gerthe
Richter.
Richter. Translated from GerZwinby Rev.
Rev. Leonard
Leonard F.
F. Zunnman by
A
A Lutheran
Lutheran minister
minister for
for 25
25
WestNewmanPress:
Press: Westger.The Newman
ger.The
convert to
to CatholiCatholiyears
years and a convert
minster, Maryland,1960.
minster,
cism, Mr.
Mr. Richter
Richter has
has contacted
contacted
capable
both
both religions, and
and is capable
ever
before
More than
picture of
of
a clear
clear picture
of presenting a
today realize the
Christians today
these
men and
their times.
these.two
-two men
and their
preview should show the
His preview
deep-seated need for a muthe
study His
IN
IN THIS comparative study
readerman's
man's universal
universal need
need to
to
unity of two of the
powerful reader
most powerful
tual understanding, a unity
the most
reality, man's univerconfront
confront reality,
universal
sal need
need for
for God.
God.
By MAUREEN
By
MAUREENDRISCOLL

jC
)

w- «4/

On Campus *&*«

Dwarf", "The
Many
"TheMany
(Authorof "I
Teen-age Dwarf",
"IWas
Was aa Teen-age
Gillti", etc.)
etc.)
Loves
Loves of Dobie
DobieGillis",

BOOM!
keenyoung
Today,foregoinglevity,let us
us turn ourkeen
youngminds to the
Today,foregoing
today:the
American colleges today:
the population
problem facing
1problem
facingAmerican
No. 1

peopleexplodedin
explodedin Cleveland,
week four
four people
explosion. Only last week
carryingaplate
plateof
Ohio— one
oneof
ofthemwhile
themwhilecarrying
ofsoup.
Incase
caseyou're
soup. In
inCleveClevethinking such a thing couldn't
happenanywhere but in
couldn'thappen
land, let me tell
tellyou
twoother
other cases last week—
you there werealso two
in
Provo, Utah, and
45 year
man in Provo,
and a 19 year old
old girl in
year old man
a 45
and in
in addition there was a
near-miss in
in
Bangor, Maine— and
a near-miss
Klamath Falls, Oregon—
an eight year
Oregon— an
year old boy who was saved
only by the quick thinking of his cat
cat Walter who
who pushed the
the
department
muzzleanddialledthe
phoneoff thehook
the hook with
withhis muzzle
anddialledthe department
and measures. (It
would perhaps have made
made more
(It would
of weights and
hardly
dial the fire department,but one
onecan
can hardly
sense for Walter to dialthe
expect
cat to
expect a cat
to summon a fire engine which is followed by a
can one?)
Dalmatian,can

jy

H.*a*"€a<fry

By
By GENE
GENE ESQUIVEL
Persons who call newspaper sports departments
for information seldom
have been known to rank
among the elite in society.
they don't
But even though they
have tea
tea at two or spend
their winters in Florida,
they are — to a large degree — harmless.
typical telephone
telephone call
A typical
A
goes something like this:
LUTHER BASED HIS
HIS rereLUTHER
"SHAY,
my

—

subjective
religionon
formed
formed religion
on a subjective

—
faith alone
standard.—Man's faith
sola
sola fides
fides is his salvation. As
As
Mr.
Mr. Richter
Richter and other
other writers
writers
religion
pointed out, a religion
have
have pointed

of every day!
The benefits of such a programare, of course, obvious. First
of all, the classroom shortage will immediately disappear because all the dormitories can be converted into classrooms.
Second, the teachershortagewillimmediatelydisappearbecause

all the night watchmen can be put to work teaching calculus
and Middle English poetry. And finally, overcrowding will
immediatelydisappear becauseeveryone willquit school
Any further questions?

"

"

©

IMI Mußtiku

»

Yet, one further question:Have you triedMarlboro'* newest
inpleasure— the unaltered, king-size Philip Morris
Commander? it not, by allmeans come aboard. You'llbe
gladyou did.

partner

■

— —

"SHAY,BUDDY,
BUDDY, me and
and my

pal have
going that
have a $100 bet
bet going
JoePug knocked out Caulsays Joe

telephone
telephonejockey.
jockey.He
complains
He complains
about coverage,
coverage, lack
good
lack of
of good
grammar,
grammar,dearth
dearth of
of news, porpornography, poor
pooreditorials, spelspelling
lingof
of names, prejudice,
prejudice, etc.
etc.
One
Oneinnocent chap
chap called
called the
other
other day with
a very sincere
with a
question.
question.He
He said:
said:
"How
"How come
come you don't
play
don't play
up
up the
minorsports?"
sports?"
the minor
"LIKE
"LIKE WHAT?" I
said.
said.
"Oh,
"Oh, like
like flag-pole
sitting
flag-pole sitting
and
and stuff like that."
that."
At that
that pointthe
the count
count began
began
"— one,
one, two,
nine,
three
two, three
nine, ten.
ten.
Weekends are
are the
the busiest
times of
of all. Betweenthe
Between the hours
of
of 88 and 10
10 p.m.,
the frep.m., the
quency of
telephonecalls
of telephone
comcalls coming into
into the
the switchboard
switchboard for
the
department averages
thesports
sports department
out
out to
to one call every
every three
three seconds.
onds.
THE
THE MAJORITY OF
OF the
calls coming in
in on
on the
the weekends is mostly for
for scores.
scores. But
But
not
not the big
big games, mind
mind you.
Most
of the requests are liKe
Most of
this:
this:
"How
HighwaterCanyon
"How did
didHighwater
Canyon
and
Wesleyan come
and Farmtown Wesleyan
out." The replies run
run anywhere
anywhere
from
from "we
"we don't have
have it" to
tD
"they aren't
playing tonight"
aren't playing
tonight"
to
to "the school no longerexists"
to
to "I'll look,
look, but
but I
Iwon't find,
find
it." Then
it."
Then there's
there's the usual
long
long silence
treatment
silence until
the partyloses faithand
faith and hang»
hang*
up.
MY CLASSIC EXAMPLE
was
was a call received toward the
end
of last year.
shy cusendof
year. This shy
cu&tomer asked :
they
play
"Where do
do they play the
Rose Bowlgame?"
Bowl game?"
"Why
"Why in the
Bowl," I
the Rose
Rose Bowl,"
I
calmly.
said
saidcalmly.
"Are you SURE? Ithought
thought
they played it in theColiseum."
the Coliseum."
MY ELDERS TELL me
me that
that
there were times when questions received
received in newspaper
sports departments
departments came by
by
mail,
others came
came by foot
mail, others
foot and
only "some came ringing."
ringing." It
appears that day is
is gone for*
for-

iflower
iflower Buff
eighth
Buff in the
the eighth
round on
13, 1941, in
January 13,
on January
in
Garden."
without
withouttruth
truth as
as its
its standard is Madison Square Garden."
a minute, I'll check"
change in
bound to
to falter, to
to change
in "Just a
(brief silence).
history.
the
the human
human tide of history.
"YES,
"YES, JOE PUG did
did knock
Even
Even Protestants are realizrealiz- out Cauliflower Buff in
in the
ing
ing this more and more.
more. ToTo- eighth
eighth round on
January 13,
on January
day's Protestant
Protestant theologians 1941,
1941, in Madison Square Garare emphasizing a re-orienta- den."
tion,
tion, a
a real effort
effort towardunify"Wait
"Wait a
a minute, pal, say it
it so
ing the Church.
Church. There is a
a dede- my buddy
buddy can hear
hear it."
cided
cided shift
shift away from the
the ininRepeat
: "Joe
Repeat:
Pug did
"Joe Pug
did knock
knock
dividualism
dividualismprevalent since
since the out
out Cauliflower Buff in the
the
days
Reformation,
days of
of the
even eighth round
round on
on January 13,
a
a trend toward a
a unification
unification 1941, in Madison Square Garexemplified den."
with
with Catholicism, exemplified
den."
by
by many leading
leading Protestants.
BAD, BUDDY, my pal
"TOO BAD,BUDDY,
Christian spirit was
was just 'pashed' out."
Luther's Christian
Richter; that
is,
wages. Evcommended
commendedby Richter;
that is,
And
And so the war wages.
Evnight in
much
much of Luther's dogma con- ery
in the sports
ery night
sports departany metropolitannewstains
tains deepChristian
Christianutterances. ment of any
However,
However, Luther's individualindividual- paper, deskmen have similar
similar
system conversations
ism
ism was his bane.
bane. His system
conversations with persons
replete with conflicting
was
telconflicting seeking information on the telwas replete
antitheses,
ephone.
antitheses, never
never reconciled.
Sometimes the deskman, or
Sometimes
telephone jockey, that answers
answers
IT MUST
MUST BE remembered, telephone
can answer
answer the
phonecan
the queshowever, that Protestantism the phone
however,
tion immediately, but
but more
more
and Catholicism have much in tion
than not,
answer robs
robs
not, the answer
common. The
The Protestant Augs- often than
working inbu
g Confessions explicitly the newspapermanworking
bur g
working minside of valuable working
state
state mjtny
many of the fundamental side
Church;; utes.
doctrines of the early Church
Catholic tradition
traditionis
is manifested
QUESTIONS RANGE from
boxing to bull-fighting and
in
in Protestant ascetic practices. boxing
Fifteen hundred years
years of com- from crew racing to cock-fightmon
mon history is a
a force that can- ing. The habitual complainer
complaineris
not be stilled completely.
everyday occurrence to the ever.
an everyday
an

4dm wfftdi^i&fafkpvbltw
bring up the populationexplosion not to alarmyou, for I
I
feelcertain thatscience willultimatelysolve the problem.After
all, has not science inrecent years brought us suchmarvels as
the transistor, the computer, the bevatron, and the Marlboro
filter? Oh, what a saga of science was the discovery of the
Marlboro filter! Oh, what a heart-rendingepic of endless trial
and error, of dedicationand perseverance!And,inthe end,what
a triumph it was when the Marlboro scientists after years of
testing and discarding one filter materialafter another— iron,
nickel,lead, tin,antimony,sponge cake— finally emerged, tired
but happy, from their laboratory,carrying in their hands the
perfect filter cigarette! What rejoicing there was that day!
Indeed, whatrejoicingtherestilliswhenever welight aMarlboro
andsettle back and enjoythat full-flavoredsmoke which comes
to us in soft pack or flip-top box at tobacco counters in all
fifty states and Cleveland !
Yes,science willultimatelysolve the problemsrisingout of the
populationexplosion, but in the meantime the problems hang
heavy over America's colleges. This year willbring history's
greatestrush of high school graduates. Where will we find classrooms and teachers for this gigantic new influx?
Well sir,somesay the answer is to adoptthetrimestersystem.
This system, now in use at many colleges, eliminates summer
vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of two, and
compresses a four year course into three years*
Thisis good,but-is itgood enough? Kvmi under the trimester
system thestudent has occasional days off. Moreoverhisnights
are utterly wasted insleeping. Is this thekindof all-outattack
that is indicated:?
say no. I
say desperateproblems call for desperate remeI
say that partial measures willnot solve this crisis*. I
say
dies. I
we must do no lesss than go to school every single day of the
year. But that is not all. I
say we must go to school 24 hours
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Speculating
Mills Undecided ABL Gets First
About Pro Team Shot at Dave
with gene esquivel
Dave Mills, S.U.s star center-forward
get
a

into
this year, might get a chance to
fall.
next
"new look" in basketball
be
Dave was the first "big man" to
Basdrafted by Honolulu in the American for
ketball League, which starts operations
the first time in the fall.

some
MILLS. WHO RECENTLY spent
Honolulu

time in Portland to confer with the
as
team's chief stockholder, hasn't made a choice
'
yCt
Basketball Associa"I'm going to wait until the National

the advantages of the
"DOWN AT PORTLAND Idiscussed
promising," said the
very
sounded
they
and
ABL with Mr Kirn

siliiSssipi
Ea?e
°

"Airf being new to thai

state, the chance for gettmg a job

The S. U. tennis team
By JOHN FATTORINI
opens the 1961 season tomorrow with a match
S.U.s heartbreak offense sputtered and died in the
against Reed College at 11 home stretch of the NCAA Far West pre-regional basketa.m. at the Evergreen Tennis ball playoffs at Portland last week.
Club.
The Arizona State Sun Devils barreled from a 39-28
Tennis coach Everett Wood- halftime deficit to edge a spirited but tiredChieftain contingent,
ward announced a starting
team of John Curran, sophoTHE SUN DEVILS moved into the regional finals against
more, Mark Frisby, freshman, the Southern
California Trojan powerhouse. The Arizona team
Jiro
Mike' Dowd, sophomore,
downed
easily
the favored Trojans 71-86. In the final game ol
Suguro, junior, and Larry
playoffs the Chieftains' victors lost to Utah State 88-80.
the
Wagner, junior.
IN THE SECOND half the Sun Devils unleashed a vicious
monopolized the shots.
IN LAST YEAR'S meeting attack which dominated the boards and fouls,
the Chiefs were
against Reed, the S.U. netmen With Mills riding the bench with four
beaten on the boards as the aggressive Sun Devils gobbled up
won. 4-3.
with six minutes to
Mr. Woodward said he was all the loose balls to tie the score at 60-60
pleased with this year's team, go in the game.
Arizona led 70-69 when Dave Mills was fouled win 16 seconds
but he added that Reed has a
to play. Dave sank the first free throw to tie the score. Dave
veteran team returning.
Playing the number one spot then attempted to hit the rim with the second shot and capture
for Reed will be Ron Lee who the rebound. Mills' play, which Coach Cazzetta approved, backbeat S.U.s top man, John Cur- fired with the Sun Devils gaining possession.
THE SUN DEVILS' Bary Hahn applied the kiss of death
ran, last year. Suguro and
Dowd won single matches last to the Chieftains semifinal hopes as he zeroed in with eight secyear against the same play- onds to go to break the 70-70 deadlock.
The Sun Devils proceeded to stave off the Chieftains in the
ers who will represent Reed
remaining seconds to cop the victory.
tomorrow.
1

Iji

*| in a series of polls conducted by L*M student representatives in over
I

100 colleges throughout thenation. Watch for thenext poll coming soon.

r
NBL
Dave ,s smart by w iting unt.l the NBA and
the two leagues
good
to
look
It
will
choices.
make* its draft
the ne..loop. It obthat he was a first draft choice ofsalary
ofler.
a
better
viously will better his chances for

lcTX

Chief's Heartbreak Offense
Sputters in Pre-Regionals

S.U. Netmen
To Face Reed

W U

f
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which AbeSaperTHE ABL HAS some radically new ideas

l^cEsS-SSHSSS
changes, a premium placed on
"There are going to be rule
between offense and debalance
and a better
thP smalter
said in an Associated Press story this week.

Sayer

fens? SapeWtefn

"WE PLAN TO PAINT an area 25 feet

tojfwntof fte tafr

aHSSSsSHSiiH
respectand keep the score down to a
ft may-to Aafd the defense
a football
like
protect
himself
able
to
will be

player
do."

lineman is able to
with all the emphasis
"The game has been a monstrosity
no one under
continues,
placed on Wg guys and if the trend
playing."
will
be
seven feet tall
of Cleveland, Chicago
THE NEW LEAGUE is made up City,
Los Angeles, San
Kansas
C,
Washington, D.
n
U
U
n
H
O
Fran CO
of the little
The theme s ong ofthc new league is indicative1 first httle
far.
thus
men mat it

Pittsburgh

Tas drafted

TheMJ^Jub

'

Perry of Utah State.
are Leo Hill Los Angeles State, and Max

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE
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Faculty
Discounts to Seattle U Students and
1209 MADISON

J&uk't DRIVE IN
NOW FEATURING:

BURGER BASKET

65c

our DELUXE BURGER

'

with FRIES and SALAD

8c
SALAD,
ROLL
CHICKEN,
V 2FRIED

CHICKEN DINNER
FISH and CHIPS

questions. Then compare your answers
with those of 1,383 other college students
(at bottom of page)

.

away from the basket.

ablelevel

Light up an DM, and answer these

—
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—
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Question #1: Suppose the government asked for volunteers among college
students to pioneer inmanning thefirst space station, would
you go if odds for your safe return were 50-50?
No
Yes
Answer:
Question #2: How many children do you plan to have when you are
married?
One
Two
None
Answer:
-5

Five
Four
Seven or more

Three
Six

.«_

Question #3: Should class attendance be optional so long as students
pass the exams given in class?
No
Yes
Answer:
Question #4: When buying cigarettes, which do you usually purchase,
the soft pack or the box?
Box
Soft Pack
Answer:

lilvjllyuJliiiJiJbjv*) LILIULILEaLKJLrJLLjIJ I?IliraulSJlij I
s^—-——
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———""——--"'
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n

I a t over 100
cplleges where

I

icj n^eyx
Flavor that never
dries out your taste!CTI WiK
random

Get the flavor only

M
CampUS
()»i

nion

L& M

unlocks ... available

in
pack or box!

tically

I

S^^"
schools

I

Answer: Question #1. Yes 36.2%.No 63.8%.
Answer: Question #2. None 3.1%. One 8.3%. Two 30.5%.
Three30.6%.
°' Four16.4%. Five 4.6%.
ix 2'3 0' Seven or more 4 2%'

-

Answers IAnswer: Question #3. Yes 68.7%.No 31.3%.

SCALLOPS

"1961

Answer: Question #4. Soft Pack 72.2%.Box 27.8%.
I?Mcomes both ways, of course, but the big difference in L*M
is friendly flavor of fine tobaccos blended to suit your taste.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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Tops
DeRoss
Kinkode
Yankee Stadium Stars to Spark Chieftains S.U.
Golf Qualifiers
D'Amico-Lambro

JIM HARXISH
Two S.U. baseball players may consider playing at BroadwayPlayfield somewhat of a step down after playing in Yankee Stadium inNew York City.
Rudy D'Amico, sophomore from New
York, and Harry Lambro, freshman from
Renton, participated in the Hearst Sandlot Classic in the New York Stadium.
By

The high school stars from New York play

the all-stars from the rest of the country.

D'AMICO PITCHED for the New York AllStars in 1958. Lambro played the outfield for
the United States' team last summer.
Rudy took over the mound duties for the
New Yorkers for three innings. He pitched
errorless ball and struck out four. He played
against the new famous professional ball player, Ron Santo.
LAMBRO BATTED a single in three trips
to the plate. The U.S. all-stars beat the New
York team 6-5.
"Playing in Yankee Stadium is something a
boy dreams about and then it came true for
me. It was really great," Harry said.
He playedbeforeabout 26,000 fans.
LAST SUMMER Harry played for Clark's
Coal in theConnie Mack league (19 and under).
The team went to the national playoffs in St.
Joseph, Missouri. He batted .389 for the sea-

son.

In his high school career at Renton, Larry
played on the varsity team for three years. In
his senior year he batted .360. His three year
average was .348. Larry was captain of the
team in his junior and senior years.

Deßoss Kinkade, junior,
topped the qualifying field
of S. U. golfers last week
RUDY, PLAYING for the Chieftains last with a 54 hole total of 223.
year, compiled a 4-1 record. He pitched a oneEddie Pearsall. senior,
hitter againstPortland Universityand defeated
finished
second with 228.
the U.W. Huskies.
Huskies
in
SeThere
was
a five-way tie for
was
to
the
the
only
loss
His
attle College BaseballChampionships. S.U. was the remaining two spots. Tied
after. 54 holes with. 233 were:
the defending champion.
Warner, senior; Bill UhlRudy said, with tongue in cheek, "I led the Bill
man, sophomore;Pete Carlozzi,
two to be exact."
team in home runs
Gary Galbreath, junior,

.. .

THE NEW YORK pitcher viewed the Chieftain pitching outlook for this season as good.
He said that his arm feels good. He hopes to
start against Whitworth in a season opener on
April 1.
Eddie O'Brien, baseball coach, said that the
pitchers are not completely loosened up yet.
"Because of the bad weather we haven't been
outside much," he said.
He expressed confidence in the hitting of
the team.
808 JACOBS, assistant baseball coach, has
been handling most of the turnouts, O'Brien

said.

He pointed out positive starters as Glen

Mattison, shortstop, and Bob Neubauer, left
field. He said that one problem he is having
is finding a place for Harry Lambro.
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Decidedly'not. In fact most executive jobs are on
the ground.Of course,all officers may apply for pilot
*
and navigator training if they meet the eligibility
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
"V
';■ aircraft. And it is foreseeable that in your working
W
%*§ "
lifetime, there will be pilotedspacecraft— piloted and
"'
;''""
}
navigated by Air Force officers.
Wi
**t|t ..j
jL*
But right now, thereis also a big future for college]
s»i j
trained Air Force officers on the ground. New and
| exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important ad|§!
|
i
i
i
ministrative positions must be filled as World War II
'
officers move intoretirement.
I
i| j
How can you— a college student— become an Air
Force officer? First, there's Air Force ROTC. Then
for college graduates, men and women in certain
®9
fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduate
of its three-monthcourse wins a commission as a secip
ond lieutenant.Other ways are the Navigator Train-j
I ing program,and the Air Force Academy.
WM
Some benefits that go with being aii Air Force]
officer. Starting salary plus allowances compare
wm \
with tlic average in equivalent civilian jobs. Then
there's free medical and dental care, thirty-day vaca-(
tion, the chance to win graduate degrees at Air
Forceexpense, and liberal retirement provisions.
No, Air Force officers do not need wings to move
||w I
ip
'up. There's plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps you
could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask
your local Air Force Recruiter. Or write. Officer,
i
M
Career Information, Dept. SCI3, Box 7608,
Washington 4, D.C., if you want further inforW M
mationabout the navigator training or Officer}
TrainingSchool programs.
«
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junior;
and Ron McDougall,sophomore.
UHLMAN and Warner birdied the playoff hole to break
the tie and fill out the S.U.
entry in the Northern California Intercollegiate Golf Tournament, March 30, 31and April
1, at Santa Cruz.
The four -man teams will
compete in a 36-hole medal
playoff to determine the team
winner.
THE '6'i INDIVIDUAL low
golfers in the 36 holes will
play an extra 18 holes. Their
54-hole total will determine the
top individual golfer of the
DeROSS KINKADE
tournament.
returning
from
the
After
California tournament, Mr.
Page said, the S.U. golfers will
play another 18-hole qualifying
round to determine the Chieftain six-man starting lineup.
TOM STOREY topped the
Fifteen to 20 colleges
freshman golfers with a 224. throughout the country
Pat Lewis placed second with
229, John Shanley, 232 and may be involved in the latDoug Clark with a 240.
est basketball betting scan1

Cazzetta, O'Brien
View Cage Fixing

STUDENT
SUMMER
POSITIONS
The Moss Associates Bulletin
with job listings for undergraduate and graduate men and women is now available in the
West. Moss Associates is not an
employment placement agency
and will collect no fees on your
future salary. We will supply
you with job sources and the
related facts to help you secure
a desirable position. Positions
are available in industry, resort
areas, businesses, government
agencies, and some in Canada.
Your particular curriculum
may qualify you for many specialized higher paying jobs. Personnel, social work, clerical and
agricultural positions are available. Basic engineering skills
may qualify you for high paying
positions in government and industry. Resort positions are
available for experienced and

inexperienced persons.

The availability for all summer positions lessens as the
summer draws near. It is advis-

able to apply for these positions
as soon as possible. To receive
the Moss Associates Bulletin,
send two dollars ($2.00) in
cash, check, or money order, no
C.O.D.'s please, together with
the coupon below to:

MOSS ASSOCIATES
Box 4141

Philadelphia 44. Pa.

I Address

p
m

f§

be in this area," Eddie O'Brien
told The Spectator this week.
"It would be a complete surprise to me if anything like
this would turn up."
VINCE CAZZETTA told the
SeattleTimes that he takes certain precautions to prevent
gamblers from approaching the
players while on the road.
Team members are not allowed
to make phone calls out of the
roomor take calls without permission.
O'Brien explained that the
players involved were mostly
from the East where the big
betters were.
"When they say that the
scandal affects colleges all over
the nation, it is misleading,"
O'Brien said. "This could mean
one college in New York might
be involved and another in
California. This could give the
idea of all over the country."
"THERE HAS NEVER been
anything like this in the past
in this area and Idon't expect
anything now," O'Brien concluded.

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield
MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

-

11th & E. Madison

Send Bulletin SP
I Name ....:

There's a place for
professional achievement on tlie
Aerospace Team,

dal, announced the office
of the New York District
Attorney last week.
"I haven't even considered that sucha thing could

McCANN'S
MEN AND BOYS SHOP
MAin 3-0227

Box 4141
Moss Assoc.
Phila. 44. Pa.

1629 SIXTH AYE.
SEATTLE I.WASHINGTON
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Sodality Plans Conference
For High School Students
The annual Northwest High
School Sodality Conference has
been scheduled for April 14
through 16 on the S.U. campus,
according to Valeric Croteau,
general chairman.

About 200 delegates will rep-

of Washresent 22 high schools
ington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana
and British Columbia. The pur-

pose of the conference is to
acquaint the high school students with the sodalists' wayof
life and to give them aids for

improving their own sodalities.
Friday evening, one delegate
from each school will give a
three minute talk on The

The SociologyClub will meet

Monday at 8 p.m. in LA 203,
according to Marilyn Bauer,
club president. Guest speaker
William Catton, an
be conducted by S.U. students. will be Dr.
professor
assistant
of sociology
night
Saturday
A banquet on
U.W.
at
the
speaker
will feature a guest
and will be followed by a panel
discussion on the Ecumenical
Council and the students' relation to it.
The conference will close
Sunday afternoon witha public
act of consecration to Our
Lady.

...

In Case You Hadn't
Noticed

Sociology Club

CLASSIFIED

The flag of the Republic oi BOOKCASES, desks, etc.,
manfc*
Ireland flew over campus last
EA 5-8450.
to
order.
The
white
and
green,
week.
orange tri-color of the auld sod
was hoisted apparently by THESES, term papers, manuscripts. Typing. Reasonable.EA
some Sons of Ireland on St.
3-3962.
Paddy's Day.

assisting

Other chairmen

Valeric are Alicia Fong, meals,
and Mary Anderson, housing.
Any town students able to
house high school delegates for
the weekend may contact Mary
■at Marycrest or the Sodality
office.

School Sodality— a preparation
for living the Sodality way of
life after graduation. Three
awards will be made for the
best talks.
sodality,
The goals of the
the
student
prayer,
mental
apostolate and sodality organibe diszation are the topics to
The A Phi O's annual Ugly
Saturday
on
at
seminars
cussed
contest, benefiting the
Man
and Sunday. The seminars will Briscoe Boys' Home, will be

A Phi O Seek

'Ugly Man'

■

the week of April 17 to 21. The
announcement was made this
week by Don Luby, chairman
of the event.
Wednesday, March 29, is the
Luby said that any organiadd or zation or club on campus is
last day to register,
change a course, according to eligible to enter a contestant.
the spring academic calendar. Entry blanks will be mailed to
Other important dates to re- all such groups within a week
April 21, or ten days.
member are: Friday,
incompletes
remove
day
last
to
Thursday,
ENTRY FEE will be $4,
from winter quarter;
May 4, philosophy comprehen- which includes the cost of taksive; Monday, May 22, last day ing a picture of each club's
Ugly Man.
to withdraw officially.
The Baccalaureate Mass is
II there are more than 12
scheduled for Wednesday, June entries, Luby said, the 12 re7, and commencement is Fri- ceiving the most votes (penday, June 9.
nies) the first two days will be
the "finalists" the latter part
of the week.
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Reminder!

LUIGI'S PIZZA

I

Specialist in
Italian Food

ORDERS TO GO

1

718 PIKE
MA 4-6313

K, J.

lUyimlJsTubaico Company, WiiiiLon-Halfin, N. C.

SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR Dr. Rechnitzer and the
J. S. Navy bathyscaph "Trieste" found out
low deep the ocean is: 7 history-making miles.

Dr. Rechnitzer is a Camel smoker. He says, "I
smoke Camels for one reason: taste
rich,
satisfying taste Ienjoy every

...

timeTlight up."

Thebest tobacco makes the best smoke!

.
..
there are18Chevrolets lower
priced than any other full-sized car!

Model for model

Leave it to these Jet-smooth Chevies to go easy
on your family budget! All told there are 18
Chevrolets-VB's and 6's-priced lower than comparablecompetitive models*. Sumptuous Impalas,
sprightly Bel Airs, bottom-pricedBiscaynes and a
whole stable of wonderful new wagons. Andevery

one of them has a road-gentlingJet-smooth ride.
Body by Fisher refinements and dozens of engineering details you'd expect only in the most expensive makes. Look them over at your Chevrolet
dealer's one-stop shopping center and see how
easy it is to drive out in just the one you want!
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tax) for models with 118 inch wheelbase or above.
Based on comparison of manufacturers' suggested retail prices (including Federal
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2-Door Sedan
Bel Air V8

Slimmmif■ni"im?° imiMm"—

Nomad Six 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon
Nomad V8

i

in
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Mimeographing
Multilithing
Xerography

Sp"SftSedan

Impala V8

...

LOOKS LIKE PRINTING
COSTS LESS !

WEDDING INVITATIONS
10% DISCOUNT
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Impala VBl Sport Coupe

Nomad V8
4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Nomad Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

2-Door Sedan
Impala V8

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood V8
4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Biscayne^-Door Sedan

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood V8
4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

PRINTING OF BOOKLETS
Announcements & Manuscripts

Dinner & Klein
206 THIRD AVENUE S.

Call MU 2-2494

2-Door^dan

Biscayne V8

s,r lm»

Brookwood Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station
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